Research to eliminate health disparities in the United States is best approached from the perspective of population health. The objectives of this paper are to: a) describe how ongoing research at the eight national Centers for Population Health and Health Disparities (CPHHD) is using a population health perspective and a community-based approach to advance the field of health disparities research; and b) to discuss potential implications of such research for health policies that target some of the determinants of population health. (Ethn Dis. 2007;17:427–433)
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**INTRODUCTION**

Health disparities represent inequalities in health that are deeply rooted in society and in factors such as race, socioeconomic status, gender, and place. Eliminating disparities in the United States is a major challenge. Because they are observed by comparison of groups, they are best approached from a population health perspective. Determinants of population health include the social, genetic, and physical environments that may affect health outcomes by directly shaping individual health behaviors as well as by influencing access to living conditions, lifestyles, goods, and services such as health care and social resources.

Population health strategies require multidisciplinarity and an integration of research from disciplines including biology, genetics, behavioral, social, and health sciences in order to understand disease pathways from the molecular to the societal level. They also require different, and often more complex, research methods than those used for individual-level research. Potentially, a population health approach may not only improve health outcomes, but also social, economic, and environmental outcomes through changes in health policy.

In this paper we describe how eight national Centers for Population Health and Health Disparities (CPHHDs) (Table 1) are using a population health perspective and community-based participatory research to advance the field of health disparities research. We also discuss potential implications of such research for health policies that target some of the determinants of population health.

Potentially, a population health approach may not only improve health outcomes, but also social, economic, and environmental outcomes through changes in health policy.

**UNRAVELING THE COMPLEXITY OF HEALTH DISPARITIES**

The Centers for Population Health and Health Disparities (CPHHDs) share a common conceptual model shown in Figure 1. The model posits that disparities result from interactions (depicted by the double-headed arrow) between and across different levels of factors, which are described by the boxes in the center of the figure. By understanding how health outcomes are linked to more distal causes such as socioeconomic status or racial/ethnic status, we may be able to intervene in the pathways or mechanisms, even if we cannot alter these more distal causes.

Fully understanding the determinants of health not only requires innovative multi-level research, but engagement of community members most affected by patterns of disadvantage. Thus, a philosophical underpinning for all the CPHHDs is the belief that community-based participatory research...
Involving community members in research planning and implementation prevents separation of individuals under investigation from their culture and context; ensures activities are undertaken in ways that are culturally appropriate, responsive, and sensitive to community needs; and helps overcome the understandable mistrust for research that exists within many communities. Community partners and members have intimate knowledge of: community circumstances; cultural values; and community fears and attitudes that can better inform investigations and keep health care focused on real community needs.

In the following sections we describe ongoing investigations at the eight national CPHHDs. Each center focuses on problems not previously addressed, raises novel research questions, uses innovative population health measures, and examines multilevel determinants of health. The sections are organized according to major themes that define the areas of investigation.

**Social Status as Defined by Race and Poverty**

Poverty is a social condition that influences access to resources and healthcare services, which influence disparities in health. However, the mediators and moderators of this relationship are not well understood. Researchers at the University of Illinois-Chicago (UIC) CPHHD are attempting to enhance our understanding by disentangling race and poverty and to use the information provided by each concept. At the contextual level, the investigators are examining how community-level estimates of poverty can take advantage of diverse units of analysis such as census tract, to separate the effects of race and poverty. They are also applying the information obtained at the contextual level to individual-level data obtained from cancer patients to determine the extent to which community poverty level affects breast cancer stage at presentation, independent of the individual’s socioeconomic status (SES). Thus, they are examining the impact of the neighborhood, its racial and ethnic composition, and the level of poverty on access to healthcare services and behavioral responses to diagnosis.
Additionally, the UIC CPHHD investigators are using qualitative methods to identify individual-level barriers to early detection of breast cancer, including a woman’s fears, anxieties and cultural beliefs about breast cancer, life stress, satisfaction with life, trust in the healthcare provider and system, access to health care/health insurance, and family income and employment status. Using an ecological analysis, investigators are examining the interaction of a woman’s “embeddedness” in a social network with individual-level factors to influence mammography screening. They are also examining how age and neighborhood context mediate network effects and the relationships between SES, individual beliefs, and race/ethnicity. Findings from these studies will be useful for promoting earlier detection of breast cancer both clinically (focusing on barriers for individual women) and through healthcare policy (focusing on barriers identified in the healthcare system). Preliminary findings have already informed the Illinois Comprehensive Control Plan for the Illinois Department of Public Health, sponsored by the Centers of Disease Control and Prevention.

Environment and Public Policy

The RAND CPHHD takes a different approach to examining causes of health disparities by examining how neighborhood characteristics, especially those modifiable by public policy, affect health. Their projects rely on large national health-related data sets that are geocoded to the level of the census tract. Researchers then merge in census-based measures. Second, it combines multiple measures of neighborhood environments including perceived physical features of the environment and clustering of responses rather than census boundaries. Second, it combines multiple measures of neighborhood environments including perceived neighborhood satisfaction, objective assessments of the built environment, and census-based measures. Third, it incorporates an extensive collection of serum biomarkers of allostatics. A second project examines variation in Hispanic populations in the prevalence of risk biomarkers and mortality in relation to neighborhood sociodemographic characteristics. These findings will illuminate the protective effects of culture and community on health, and can inform policies that support positive sociocultural institutions and practices.

The Boston Puerto Rican CPHHD at Tufts University has developed a cohort of older adults of Puerto Rican origin living in Massachusetts, to determine the effect of particular stressors impaired healthcare access, and the higher prevalence of chronic disease risks. The paradox is partly explained by selective immigration of healthier persons from Mexico to the United States. However, migration selectivity does not fully explain mortality patterns because it does not identify the characteristics of migrants and their communities that contribute to better health.

Cultura and Community

Both the University of Texas Medical Branch (UTMB) and the Tufts University Boston Puerto Rican CPHHDs are looking at how culture is mediated by patterns of social organization, individual behavior, and biologic pathways to produce disparate health outcomes. The UTMB CPHHD investigates the influence of community characteristics on the health of Hispanic populations in the Southwest. The background is the “Hispanic Paradox” of lower mortality for some Hispanics—especially Mexicans, Americans—compared to non-Hispanic Whites, despite lower average SES, impaired healthcare access, and the higher prevalence of chronic disease risks.
on biologic response and disease specific outcomes. Researchers hypothesize that within this group, greater levels of stress, associated with poverty, migration, acculturation and perceived discrimination, lead to greater allostatic load, and subsequently to adverse health outcomes, including depression and physical and cognitive impairment. Allostatic load, a measure of lifetime accumulation of physiological stress on the body, has not been widely investigated in minority groups, but may be crucial to understanding disparate outcomes.

Additionally, the Boston Puerto Rican CPHHD at Tufts University is exploring: how limited social support and low vitamin intake accelerate progression from stress to disability; how these associations are modified by genetic variability; how markers of inflammation can contribute to understanding these mechanisms; and how interventions may alleviate this progression. One of the Center’s projects, based at Northeastern University, will conduct intensive interviews to better understand the sources of stress, as well as the validity of the questionnaires used to assess it. Another project explores if allostatic load markers and multiple adverse outcomes are partly due to increased frequency of genetic variants that hamper Puerto Ricans’ adaptation to a “Westernized” lifestyle. In sum, the Boston Puerto Rican CPHHD is examining data at multiple levels including the biological/genetic, individual, social relationships and social context, to understand gene-behavior and gene-diet interactions that may be driving health disparities in Puerto Ricans.

Residential Segregation

A project at the University of Pennsylvania CPHHD focuses on the interaction between residence and health care in explaining disparities in prostate cancer, by linking community- and individual-level data. Investigators are assessing the effects of residential segregation on healthcare quality by using a segregation index to compare the spatial distributions of different groups among units in a metropolitan area. While segregation has been associated with a number of health outcomes, the project, “Prostate Cancer, Health care and Segregation (PhaSe),” is one of the first to explore how this association may be mediated by healthcare utilization. The investigators hypothesize that Black segregation is associated with household economic deprivation, lack of neighborhood resources, and distrust of White social institutions and that the combination of these factors yield differential access to high quality facilities and providers. They are linking individual-level data about prostate cancer treatment and outcomes from national Medicare files to hospital and provider-level data about case volume and teaching status and to community-level data about residential segregation. This study will increase our understanding of the pathways by which residence might affect prostate cancer outcomes, and as such, holds promise for the development of effective interventions. Although residential segregation in the United States is longstanding and pervasive, where patients seek care and the quality of that care may be more amenable to change.

Race and Society

Researchers at Wayne State University’s Center for Urban and African American Health are examining how effects of race are mediated or moderated by social support, neighborhood characteristics, and biological pathways to influence cardiovascular health outcomes in African Americans. In one project, investigators are conducting a randomized clinical trial to determine whether patients and support partners going through cardiac rehabilitation together demonstrate better health behaviors and health outcomes than patients receiving conventional rehabilitation. One widely recognized resource in recovery and management of heart disease is social support, therefore, meaningfully involving support partners in cardiac rehabilitation programs may amplify the health and survival benefits for African American patients and serve as a catalyst for more long-term heart healthy behaviors. Investigators are using structural equation modeling and multilevel modeling techniques to understand the interaction among low socioeconomic status, self-rated and biological stress levels, social support, and neighborhood characteristics. Community partners at the local cardiac rehabilitation programs have helped develop intervention materials, recruit and retain participants, and will help translate knowledge gathered from biological, individual and neighborhood levels to expand clinical policies and guidelines for cardiac rehabilitation. Findings may suggest the need to expand current individual-focused cardiac rehabilitation policies to policies that incorporate a family system or social network-based perspective.

In another project, Wayne State researchers are examining multiple levels of the CPHHD model to better understand the role of oxidative stress as a major mediator of salt sensitivity among African Americans. Research is underway to determine the main and interactive effects of many environmental stressors (eg, racism, residing in segregated neighborhoods containing concentrated disadvantage and high crime rates), the individual risk of obesity, and the genetic variation of the angiotensin I-converting enzyme (ACE), a key enzyme in the blood pressure regulating renin-angiotensin-aldosterone signaling system that has been linked to salt sensitivity. Uncovering the role of environmental stressors that affect hypertension will help us understand the reasons for elevated rates of hypertension in African Americans, and may suggest effective strategies to reduce the impact of such stressors. Findings may lead investigators and
community partners in the City of Detroit Mayor’s office to devise ways to build social support networks that can buffer the impact of environmental stressors and improve the coping skills of residents exposed to negative neighborhood conditions.

All projects at Wayne State are examining genetic heterogeneity in ancestral origins with a population of self-identified African Americans. Historically, race has been viewed as primarily reflecting biological homogeneity. However, current scientific evidence suggests that our current racial categories are more alike than different in terms of biological characteristics and genetics, with 95% of human genetic variation existing within racial groups not between racial groups. To better understand the interactive relationships among race, ancestry and disparate health outcomes, investigators are estimating individual ancestry using information from genetic markers across the genome. These estimates can help us understand ancestral origins of an individual’s gene pool or how much of the genetic makeup comes from which ancestral group (ie, European vs African vs Native American). Enhancing our understanding of variation between individuals using genetic ancestry estimates could shed light on differences in responses to treatments or interventions, responses that cannot be understood by looking at racial categories alone.

Racial and ethnic disparities in the incidence and outcomes of prostate cancer remain large and puzzling. The University of Pennsylvania’s CPHHD is advancing the knowledge base for addressing prostate cancer disparities by investigating the interaction among factors often studied separately. In the Study of Clinical Outcomes, Risk and Ethnicity (SCORE) investigators are comparing the following three health issues between African American and Caucasian men: a) the relationship of candidate genes with characteristics of prostate tumors at the time of diagnosis (eg, histopathological characteristics, prostate specific antigen [PSA]); b) whether genotypes and other factors predict biochemical relapse-free survival in men who have undergone prostatectomy; and c) whether biological factors interact with behavioral (screening) factors to influence prostate cancer outcomes. Investigators will interview 1000 men who have undergone prostatectomy for the treatment of their cancer to obtain information on demographics and risk factors. They will also obtain a biosample via cheek swab for DNA analysis, and data on tumor pathology, primary mode of diagnosis, PSA, digital rectal exam (DRE) screening results, and treatment from medical records. This longitudinal study will track clinical outcomes of each man for a maximum of five years. Identifying genes and biochemical pathways that influence tumor type and prognosis may lead to breakthroughs in future immunotherapy, early detection, or chemopreventive interventions. In addition, understanding the complex interplay of screening behaviors and genetic variability may lead to more optimal strategies to target prostate cancer screening and prevention to men at the highest risk for poor outcomes.

Researchers at the University of Chicago CPHHD are examining how race may affect disparities through social exclusion and isolation. Social exclusion and isolation may be perceived by individuals as loneliness, silence, stigma and fearfulness or anxiety about what others may or may not do because of their race. Racial segregation, particularly in racially stigmatized urban neighborhoods with concentrated poverty, low levels of collective efficacy, few opportunities for social participation, and high levels of violence may demand a constant state of vigilance against a threatening environment. These findings may help explain breast cancer disparities in African American women, as well as have important implications for breast cancer screening, diagnosis and treatment. At the macro level, the links between neighborhood environment, psychosocial stress and social isolation and biomarkers of glucocorticoid dysregula-

Investigators are examining the interactive and synergistic effects of immunologic processes and mammary tissue metabolism, as well as the direct effects of chronic cognitive stress on neurohormonal regulatory control of gene expression in experimental animal models of tumor development. Fine-grained analyses of linking psychosocial stress responsive biomarkers and disease outcomes in the animal models are then applied to human studies. One project is designed to look at social isolation, stress-related hormones, and the molecular characterization of patient samples in the Chicago metropolitan region to see if alterations in both known and novel BRCA tumor suppressor genes contribute to breast cancer in younger Black women. Researchers are examining the contributions of stress dysregulated patterns of glucocorticoids to epigenetic alterations in gene expression, along with biomedical factors, family histories and both neighborhood and individual level social determinants of health. In a related research effort, collaborating researchers from the University of Ibadan will examine if Nigerian women who have moved to urban areas, lack normal social support and are socially isolated are more likely to develop breast cancer. These findings may help explain breast cancer disparities in African American women, as well as have important implications for breast cancer screening, diagnosis and treatment. At the macro level, the links between neighborhood environment, psychosocial stress and social isolation and biomarkers of glucocorticoid dysregula-
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tion reaffirms the necessity of “reconstructing” neighborhoods whose physical and social fabric have been devastated by poverty, crime and discrimination. Academic-community partnerships, such as the Breast Cancer Summit, are taking the first steps in this process by educating community, business and health-care leaders about breast cancer and will be critical in disseminating these findings at local and regional levels.

Geographic Location

Appalachia is a region associated with the Appalachian Mountains and includes portions of 13 states along the eastern coast of the United States. Although economically and culturally diverse, Appalachia is notable for higher unemployment, greater poverty, lower education levels, greater health professional shortages, and disproportionate disease morbidity and mortality, particularly for cervical cancer, as compared to non-Appalachian US. The excess mortality rates for cervical cancer in Appalachia are troubling as the disease is both highly preventable and treatable, and may be attributed in part to lower cervical screening rates and higher smoking rates. Unfortunately, few investigators have examined these issues in the Appalachian population.

The Ohio State University CPHHD is examining cultural, behavioral, and psychosocial factors and testing interventions to decrease the excess morbidity and mortality due to cervical cancer in Appalachian Ohio. Specifically, human papillomavirus, smoking, and screening behavior are being explored in terms of their contribution to the development and progression of cervical cancer. In a multiphase project, the first phase is using interviews to examine social, environmental, behavioral, and biological correlates of “risk-appropriate” Pap smear utilization. After a determination of those who are not up-to-date on cervical cancer screening and those who are smokers, the second phase of the project will test the effects of a smoking cessation intervention and/or a lay health advisor program to increase Pap screening utilization. An additional study will examine behavioral risk factors and different strains of the human papillomavirus for their association with cervical abnormalities. These findings have direct implications for cervical cancer screening and treatment. For example, one intervention may be to develop an infrastructure of lay health advisors from the community to help the underserved overcome access barriers to cancer screening and to cease behaviors that are damaging to health such as smoking.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The eight CPHHDs are developing new information and knowledge about the complex interactions among fundamental causes, patterns within social and physical contexts, individual factors and biologic pathways and their contributions to population health disparities. These efforts hold great promise for the development of policies and interventions that can target key factors to achieve better health outcomes and greater access to quality health care. Other countries such as Australia, United Kingdom and Sweden already concentrate on social, physical and economic environments as potential targets for interventions to eliminate health disparities; international experiences and data, coupled with research findings from the eight CPHHDs, may guide future policy development in this country.

In addition to the specific policies and programs that might emerge from the results of CPHHD projects, this kind of research can influence how policymakers and the public think about disparities.
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